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[571 ' ABSTRACT 

An electrical connector comprising two dielectric 
contact mounts, one a plug and the other a receptacle, 
?tting together to engage a plurality of conductive 
contact members carried by one contact mount with 
similar contact members mounted in the other. Each 
contact member is formed from a single piece of thin, 
conductive sheet metal, with a contact element at one 
end and a terminal element at the other; the terminal 
element is channel-shaped with two terminal ?anges 
each struck from a channel wall and bent across the 
channel, preferably into interlocking relation with an 
other channel wall. Each terminal ?ange has a notch 

~ with thin converging walls affording a cutting section 
to cut the insulation on a conductor inserted into the 
notch, a transition section with tapered walls to spread 
the insulation, and a terminal section with thick, 
smooth walls to engage the conductor in wiping elec 
trical contact. The contact mounts include resilient 
retention slots for holding the electrical conductors in 
the terminal elements of the contact members. 

22 Claims, 21 Drawing Figures 
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR AND 
INSULATION-PIERCING CONTACT MEMBER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

In multi-circuit electrical connectors. of the kind 
used in great variety and numbers in communication 
systems and other data handling systems. the usual 
technique for connecting the individual solid or 
stranded wire conductors to the connector has been to 
strip the insulation from the end of the conductor and 
then solder the conductor to a connector contact. This 
procedure requires considerable skill on the part of the 
workman making the solder connection. particularly in 
miniaturized connectors. There is also a tendency to 
bridge adjacent contacts of the connector. during the 
soldering operation. producing undesired circuit con 
nections. 
The conventional soldered connection has long been 

recognized as requiring improvement or replacement. 
One alternative. gaining increasing acceptance. entails 
the use of insulation-piercing terminals for the contact 
members of the connector‘. these terminals cut through 
the insulation and establish an electrical connection to 
the conductor without preliminary stripping and with 
out the conventional soldering step. The insulation 
picrcing terminals are usually of forked construction. 
with cutting edges that penetrate the wire insulation 
and that also serve as contact jaws that make the neces 
sary electrical connection with the conductor. That is. 
a forked terminal element on the connector contact 
serves both as an insulation cutting device and as an 
electrical contact. 
These forked insulation-cutting contacts have a num 

ber of disadvantages. Because the contact jaws must be 
sharp enough to pierce and penetrate the insulation. 
there is a substantial tendency to cut into the conduc 
tor. particularly the individual fragile members of a 
stranded wire conductor. thereby. weakening the con 
ductor and sometimes disrupting current flow. by dis 
turbance of the skin effect. in high frequency applica 
tions. In cutting contact jaws of this kind. the jaws do 
not open up to the size of the conductor diameter and 
do not apply an evenly distributed surface pressure to 
the conductor. Instead. the jaw spacing remains rela 
tively constant. emphasizing scoring of the conductor 
which may lead to a broken conductor if the connector 
is subject to vibration in use. and failing to provide the 
sliding friction between the conductor and the contact 
jaws that affords optimum electrical contact. The 
scored part of the conductor is particularly susceptible 
to corrosion. Moreover. the usual forms of forked insu 
lation-piercing contacts do not provide positive means 
for keeping the conductors in place, but require sepa 
rate retainers. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is a principal object of the present invention. there 
fore. to provide a new and improved unitary contact 
member that incorporates a terminal structure which 
permits direct insulation-piercing connection to an 
electrical conductor without engendering the difficul 
ties and disadvantages of previously known devices of 
this general kind. . 
A particular object of the invention is to provide a 

new and improved insulation-piercing terminal ele 
ment. formed as a rt of a unitary sheet metal contact 
member for an electrical connector. that does not cut 
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2 
into the electrical conductor to an appreciable extent 
when a connection is made. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a new 

and improved unitary contact member for an electrical 
connector. formed from a single piece of thin. cond ac 
tive sheet metal. that effectively pierces and penetrates 
the insulation on a conductor and that also provides a 
sliding friction contact. in engaging the conductor. 
once the insulation has been penetrated. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a new 

and improved insulation-piercing terminal element for 
an electrical connector contact member of the kind 
constructed from a single piece of thin conductive 
sheet metal that is inherently strong and rugged and ca 
pable of withstanding several insertions and removals 
of an electrical conductor in changing connections to 
the contact member. 
A further object of the invention is to provide a new 

and improved electrical connector. of the kind using 
individual sheet metal contacts mounted in mating di 
electric contact mounts. that affords effective retaining 
means for holding individual electrical conductors in 
engagement with insulation-piercing terminal elements 
formed integrally with the contact members. 
A speci?c object of the invention is to provide a new 

and improved unitary sheet metal contact member for 
a multi-circuit electrical connector that is inherently 
simple and inexpensive in construction. yet provides 
for optimum electrical qualities and mechanical quali 
ties in the completion of solderlcss electrical terminal 
connections. 
Accordingly. the invention relates to a unitary 

contact member. formed from a single piece of thin. 
conductive sheet metal. for an electrical connector of 
the kind comprising a first dielectric contact mount and 
a second dielectric contact mount each having a plural 
ity of contact mounting passages. the two contact 
mounts ?tting together to align the inner ends of the 
contact passages in the ?rst mount one-for-onc with the 
inner ends of the contact passages in the second mount. 
The contact member comprises an active contact ele 
ment. positioned in the inner end of a given passage in 
one mount. for engaging a mating active contact ele 
ment positioned in the inner end of the aligned passage 
in the other mount. The contact member further com 
prises an integral terminal element. comprising an elon 
gated channel of U-shaped cross-sectional configura 
tion. positioned in the outer end of the passage. The 
terminal element includes at least one terminal ?ange 
struck from a wall of the channel and bent inwardly to 
extend transversely of the channel. the ?ange having an 
upwardly opening notch for receiving an insulation 
covered electrical conductor. The upper portion of the 
notch has thin edges which converge downwardly to 
afford a cutting section for shearing through the insula 
tion on the conductor. The medial portion of the notch 
has gradually thickened edges constituting a transition 
section for spreading the insulation on the conductor. 
The lower portion of the notch has smooth. thick edges 
free of cutting edges and generally curved affording a 
pressure jaw terminal section engaging the electrical 
conductor in wiping contact. 
An electrical connector for interconnecting a plural 

ity of electrical circuits. in accordance with the inven 
tion. comprises a first contact mount and a second 
contact mount. each formed of molded dielectric mate 
rial and each having a plurality of contact mounting 
passages extending therethrough'. the two contact 
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mounts ?t together to align the IIIIIL'I‘ ends of the 
contact passages in the ?rst mount one-for-one with the 
inner ends of the contact passages in the second mount. 
The outer end of each contact passage is of elongated 
U-shapetl con?guration. A plurality of unitary contact 
members. each formed from a single piece of thin. con 
ductive sheet metal. are included in the connector, one 
contact member mounted in each contact passage. 
Each contact member includes an active contact ele 
ment positioned in the inner end of the contact passage 
and an integral terminal element disposed within the 
outer end of the contact passage. The terminal element 
of each contact member comprises an elongated chan 
nel smaller in width than the width of the outer end of 
the contact passage and includes at least one terminal 
?ange extending transversely of the channel and having 
an insulation-piercing notch for receiving an insulation 
covered electrical conductor and completing an elec 
trical connection between the conductor and the 
contact member. Resilient retention means, molded in 
tegrally with each contact mount, are provided for re 
leasably retaining the individual electrical conductors 
in the terminal elements of the contact members. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. I is a plan view of the plug member of an electri 
cal connector constructed in accordance with the pres 
ent invention; 
FIG. 2 is a side elevation view of the plug member il 

lustrated in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a side elevation view of a receptacle mem 

ber for an electrical connector constructed in accor 
dance with the present invention; 
FIG. 4 is a bottom view of the receptacle member il 

lustrated in FIG. 3; 
FIG. 5 is a transverse sectional view, on an enlarged 

scale, of the plug and receptacle members of FIGS. 2 
and 3, aligned for joining with external wire connec 
tions; 
FIG. 6 is a side elevation view, drawn to a much 

larger scale than preceding ?gures, of the terminal ele 
ment of a contact member constructed in accordance 
with one embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 7 is a front elevation view of the contact mem 

ber of FIG. 6, with an external wire connection; 
FIG. 8 is an end view taken approximately along line 

8-8 in FIG. 7, with the wire in cross section; 
FIG. 9 is a side elevation view, on an enlarged scale, 

of the terminal element of a contact member con 
structed in accordance with another embodiment of 
the invention; 
FIG. 10 is a front elevation view of the contact mem 

ber of FIG. 9; 
FIG. 11 is an end view taken approximately along 

line 11—11 in FIG. 10, with a part of the dielectric 
contact mount and a part of an external conductor also 

illustrated; 
FIG. 12 is an end view, similar to FIG. 11, illustrating 

a modi?cation in the construction of the terminal ele 
ment of FIGS. 9-11; 
FIG. 13 is an isometric view, on a reduced scale, of 

the contact member terminal element of FIGS. 9-11; 
FIG. 14 is a side elevation view of the terminal ele 

ment of a contact member constructed in accordance 
with another embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 15 is a front elevation view of the terminal ele 

ment illustrated in-FIG. 14; 
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4 
FIG. 16 is an isometric projection of thc terminal elc~ 

ment of FIGS. 14 and 15; 
FIG. 17 is a side elevation view of the terminal ele 

ment for a contact member constructed in accordance 
with an additional embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 18 is a front elevation view of the terminal ele 

ment illustrated in FIG. 17; 
FIG. 19 is an orthagonal projection of the terminal 

element illustrated in FIGS. 17 and 18; 
FIG. 20 is an orthagonal projection illustrating a lim 

ited modi?cation of the construction shown in FIGS. 
17-19; and 
FIG. 21 is a detail illustration of a part of the electri 

cal connector receptacle shown in FIG. 3, taken ap 
proximately as indicated by line 21-21 therein. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

FIGS. 1-5 illustrate the basic structure of an electri 
cal connector constructed in accordance with one em 
bodiment of the present invention. The electrical con 
nector comprises a plug unit 30, shown in FIGS. 1, 2 
and 5, and a receptacle unit 40 illustrated in FIGS. 3, 4 
and 5. Plug unit 30 includes a ?rst contact mount 31 of 
molded dielectric material having a plurality of individ 
ual contact mounting supports or passages 32; passages 
32 extend completely through mount 31, as best shown 
in FIG. 5. Plug unit 30 further includes a corresponding 
plurality of contact members 33, each of the contact 
members 33 being mounted in one of the contact pas 
sages 32 (FIGS. 2 and 5). Each contact member 33, as 
shown in some detail in FIG. 5, includes an active 
contact element 34 comprising a thin, flat, resilient 
metal element bent into a re-entrant hook con?gura 
tion at the end 35 to engage in a small retaining slot 36 
formed in mount 31 adjacent the inner end of passage 
way 32. Contactmember 33 further comprises an inte 
gral terminal element 37 which is positioned in the 
outer end of the contact passage 32 which has an upper 
longitudinal side open for receiving the insulation cov.— 
ered electrical conductor. Contact member 33 is held 
in contact passage 32 by retainer elements 38 and 39, 
element 39 constituting a tab that is bent up to a retain 
ing position as shown in FIG. 5 after the contact mem 
ber has been inserted into passage 32. . 
The construction of receptacle unit 40 (FIGS. 3-5)‘is 

similar to but complementary to plug unit 30. Thus, re 
ceptacle 40 comprises a contact mount 41 of molded 
dielectric material having a plurality of contact pas 
sages 42 corresponding in number and position to the 
contact passages 32 in mounting block 31 and are ar 
ranged in two parallel rows 70 and 71 as shown in 
FIGS. 3-4. In the illustrated connector, FIGS. 1-5, 
there are ?fty contacts in each of the connector halves 
30 and 40; this number may vary substantially, depend 
ing on the number of circuits to be interconnected.‘ 
A unitary conductive sheet metal contact member 43 

is mounted in each contact passage 42 of receptacle 
mount 41. Each contact member 43, as shown in FIG. 
5, comprises a ?at resilient active spring Contact mem 
ber 44 bent over at its inner end 45 to fit into a small 
retaining slot 46 in mounting block 41. The outer por 
tion of contact member 43 comprises a terminal ele 
ment 47. Each contact member 43 is held in position in 
its contact passage 42 in mounting block 41 by means 
of appropriate retainer elements 48 and 49 (FIG. 5). 
As thus far described, and as illustrated in FIGS. 1-5, 

the construction of the connector comprising plug unit 
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30 and receptacle unit 40 is essentially similar to the 
multiple-contact electrical connector described and il 
lustrated in Yopp US. Pat. No. 3.002.l 76. The individ 
ual contact members 33 can be readily and rapidly 
mounted in the plug mounting block 31 by inserting the 
contact members in the individual contact passages 32 
and then bending each of the retaining tabs 39 out 
wardly to lock the contact members in place. The same 
technique is followed in assembling the contact mem 
bers 43 in contact passages 42 in the mount 41 of re 
ceptacle unit 40. 
When the two connector units are joined. as by mov 

ing plug unit 31 downwardly in the direction of arrow A 
in FIG. 5, the active contact element 34 on each plug 
contact member 33 engages the active contact element 
44 of the corresponding contact member 43 in the re 
ceptacle unit. The yielding active contact elements of 
each mating pair of contact members afford depend 
able engagement and adequate contact pressures, with 
out over?exing of either contact in the pair. The spe 
ci?c design shown for the contact elements allows the 
use of metals, in fabrication of the contact elements, of 
relatively low spring quality and high electrical conduc 
tivity, affording a connector that is small in size yet 
adapted to normal voltages and currents used for data 
communication. The mating contact surfaces are main 
tained clean and bright and the connector joins with a 
snap-in action. In actual practice, plug unit 30 and re 
ceptacle unit 40 are each usually provided with a metal 
housing for increased strength and protection; the 
housings have been omitted from the drawings because 
they are not critical to the present invention. 

In the electrical connectors of the aforementioned 
Yopp patent, the terminal elements of the individual 
contact members are of channel-shaped con?guration, 
and electrical connections to individual conductors are 
effected by conventional solder techniques. For the 
contact members 33 and 43 of the present invention, 
however, soldering is not employed. That is, the unitary 
contact members 33 and 43, each formed from a single 
piece of thin conductive sheet metal, include provision 
for solderless insulation~piercing connection to an insu 
lated electrical conductor simply by insertion of the 
electrical conductor into the terminal element of the 
contact member. 
FIGS. 6, 7 and 8 illustrate, on a greatly enlarged 

scale, one construction that may be employed, in ac 
cordance with the present invention, for the terminal 
element 47 formed at the outer end of each of the 
contact members 43. It should be noted that, in this 
speci?cation, the term “outer end,“ as applied to either 
a contact member or a contact passage in the electrical 
connector, refers to the portion of the connector to 
which individual external electrical conductors are 
connected. It will be recognized that the con?guration 
of the connector can be changed so that the terminal 
elements of the contact members are not linear exten 
sions of the active contact elements, without changing 
this relationship. 
The outer end of contact member 43, comprising ter~ 

minal element 47, as shown in FIGS. 6-8, comprises an 
elongated channel of U-shaped cross sectional con?gu 
ration having a channel-forming walls illustrated by 
bottom wall 51 and side walls 52 and 53. The retainer 
tab 49 is formed integrally with side wall 53. Tab 49 is 
shown in its initial position, bent over at approximately 
90° to the top of side wall 53, this being the initial posi 
tion of the tab when contact member 43 is inserted in 
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6 
the dielectric mount 4|. Once the Contact is in place in 
the dielectric mount. tab 49 is bent ouwardly to the re 
taining position shown in FIG. 5. 
Terminal element 47 of contact member 43 includes 

two terminal ?anges .54 and 55. Flange 54 is formed by 
two opposed transverse ?ange elements 54A and 54B 
struck from side walls 52 and 53 respectively. The two 
?ange elements 54A and 54B are bent inwardly across 
the end of the channel constituting tenninal element 
47, forming an upwardly opening notch 56 (FIGS. 7 
and 8). The upper portion of notch 56 has downwardly 
converging thin-edges walls 57A and 578 (FIG. 8) that 
afford a cutting section for shearing through the insula 
tion on an insulated electrical conductor. The medial 
portion of notch 56 has gradually thickened edges. con 
stituting a transition section 58, for spreading the insu 
lation away from a conductor inserted in the notch. 
The lower portion of notch 56 has smooth, rounded 
edges along its walls that afford a terminal section 59 
constituting a pressure jaw that engages an electrical 
conductor in wiping contact. 
The second terminal ?ange 55 of terminal element 

47 (FIGS. 6 and 7) is similar in construction to ?ange 
54. It includes a ?rst ?ange element 55A struck from 
channel wall 52 (FIG. 7) and bent inwardly across the 
channel. A second ?ange element 558 is struck from 
wall 53 and bent inwardly across the channel in align 
ment with ?ange element 55A. Both of the ?ange ele 
ments are formed with sloping upper walls and are bent 
back upon each other to afford a cutting section, a 
transition section, and a terminal section as described 
for ?ange 54 (FIGS. 7 and 8). ' 
To complete an electrical connection to terminal ele 

ment 47, a metallic conductor 6I with an electrical in 
sulation covering 62 is inserted into the two notches in 
the terminal ?anges 54 and 55 as generally indicated in 
FIG. 7. As the insulated conductor is forced down 
wardly into the notches in the two terminal ?anges, the 
converging notch walls, such as the walls 57A and 578 
(FIG. 8), cut into the insulation on the conductor in a 
shearing action similar to that performed by conven 
tional insulation-piercing tenninal elements. As the 
conductor is forced further downwardly beyond lower 
ends 60A and 60B of thin-edged walled 57A and 57B 
hand into notch 56 in ?ange 54, it enters the transition 
section 58. As illustrated in FIG. 8, transition section 
58 is disposed at the upper ends 68A and 688 or en 
trance to lower transition section 58 and separates 
transition section 58 from the lower ends 60A and 60B 
of the thin ?at cutting edges of walls 57A and 578. The 
gradually thickened walls for the notch beginning at 
transition section 58, tend to spread the insulation. The 
lower folded portions of the notch walls, in the lower 
terminal section 59, engage the conductor 61 without 
cutting into it and apply a full normal force in sliding 
friction contact with the conductor. In FIG. 8, the final 
position of an electrical conductor 61 with an insulat 
ing cover 62 is shown in notch 56 of terminal ?ange 54, 
with the electrical connection completed and with insu 
lation 62 substantially disposed within the channel. The 
same action occurs at ?ange 55. 
FIGS. 9-41 and I3 illustrate another embodiment of 

the present invention. comprising a tenninal element 
147 fonned as an integral part of a unitary sheet metal 
contact member I43. Only the terminal element is il 
lustrated'. the active contact element may correspond 
to the contact element 44 of FIG. 5. Terminal element 
I47 is of elongated channel-shaped construction with a 
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bottom wall 151 and side walls 152 and 153. At the 
outer end of the terminal element. a portion of side wall 
152 is bent across the channel to afford a ?rst terminal 
?ange 154. A second terminal ?ange 155 is struck from 
the other side wall 153 and is bent inwardly to extend 
across the channel at a location spaced from the outer 
terminal ?ange 154. 
Terminal ?ange 154 is provided with an upwardly 

opening notch 156 for receiving an insulation covered 
electrical conductor such as the conductor 161 with its 
insulation 162 (FIG. 11). The upper portion of notch 
156 includes the thin, downwardly converging notch 
walls 157A and 1578. The thickness of walls l57kand 
1578 in the upper portion of notch 156 is limited to the 
thickness of the sheet metal from which terminal ele 
ment 147 is formed, usually of the order of 0.005 inch 
and forms thin ?at cutting surfaces 170A and 1708 
(FIG. 13) facing into the notch and extending across at 
least a major portion of the thickness of sheet metal 
providing walls 157A and 1578. Thus, the upper por 
tion of notch 156 affords a cutting section for shearing 
through the insulation 162 on conductor 161. 
The medial portion of notch 156-is bent away from 

the notch and is coined or swedged to afford gradually 
thickened edges constituting a transition section 158. 
Transition section 158 spreads the insulation on con 
ductor 161 as the conductor is progressively inserted 
into notch 156. The lower portion of notch 156 has 
smooth. thick edges affording a terminal section 159 
having portions of multiple thickness fonning thick 
ened edges and constituting a pressure jaw that engages 
the electrical conductor 61 in a smooth wiping friction 
contact that affords a good electrical connection be 
tween conductor 161 and terminal ?ange 154. 
Tenninal ?ange 155 is essentially similar to ?ange 

154, as best shown in FIGS. 10 and 13. That is, the sec 
ond terminal ?ange 155 is constructed with a notch for 
receiving an insulation-covered electrical conductor, 
the upper portion of the notch having thin, downwardly 
converging edges that afford a cutting section and that 
merge into a medial portion of the notch having gradu 
ally thickened edges. The bottom portion of the notch 
in terminal 155, as in ?ange 154, has smooth, rounded, 
thickened edges that provide a terminal section consti 
tuting a pressure jaw for engaging the electrical con 
ductor in good electrical contact. 

In the construction illustrated in FIGS. 9-11 and 13, 
the end portion of channel wall 153 adjacent terminal 
?ange 154 is bent inwardly and shaped to afford a slot 
164. Similarly, a part of channel wall 152 aligned with 
terminal ?ange 155 is deformed inwardly and pressed 
into a con?guration that provides a vertically extending 
retainer slot 165. In terminal element 147, the free end 
of ?ange 154 engages in slot 164 to brace the ?ange 
and prevent the ?ange from being bent out of position 
when completing an electrical connection to a conduc 
tor inserted into the ?ange. The retaining slot 165 in 
channel wall 152 serves the same purpose, strenthening 
?ange 155 mechanically and preventing deformation of 
the ?ange when an electrical conductor is inserted into 
terminal 147. 
Terminal element 147 also includes a retainer tab 

166 that is formed integrally with and that extends up 
wardly from the one side wall 152 of the channel. Re 
tainer tab 166 remains in the illustrated position until a 
conductor has been inserted in terminal element 147 
and electrical connection has been established. Once 
this has been done. tab 166 can be bent over to engage 
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8 
the outer surface of the electrical conductor and hold 
the insulated conductor in the terminal element 147. 

In the end view of FIG. 11, the side walls of notch 
156. particularly in the terminal section 159 of the 
notch, are shown as diverging slightly. with the bottom 
of the notch terminating in a rounded lower wall 167. 
Thus. the walls of the conductor-receiving notch I56 
apply a limited clamping force to conductor 161. hold 
ing the conductor in the notch and in electrical contact 
with terminal ?ange 154. With this construction, notch 
156 is fonned apart slightly as conductor 61 passes 
through the transition section 158 and into the terminal 
section 159 of the notch. To prevent excessive distor 
tion and assure effective operation of terminal element 
147 the overall width of tenninal element 147 is made 
only slightly smaller than the spacing between the two 
walls 168 and 169 defining this portion of the contact 
passage 42 in the molded dielectric mounting block 41 
(FIG. 11). Thus, there is a close ?t (0.001 inch typical 
clearance) between the walls 168 and 169 of passage 
42 and terminal element walls 152 and 153; this pre 
vents undue spreading of terminal element 147 when 
an insulated conductor is inserted in the terminal ?ange 
notches. 

It is not essential that the walls of the terminal ?ange 
notches be made divergent, in the terminal section, in 
the manner shown in FIG. 11. The notch walls may be 
maintained parallel throughout the transition section 
and the terminal section. This is particularly true when 
other means such as the retaining tab 166, are provided 
for holding the electrical conductor in the terminal 
?anges. Thus, the walls of the tenninal section may be 
made parallel to each other, as shown in terminal sec 
tion 159A, illustrated in FIG. 12. 
FIGS. 14, 15 and 16 illustrate a terminal element 

247, constructed in accordance with another embodi 
ment of the invention, and constituting an integral part 
of a sheet metal contact member 243. The active 
contact element of member 243 may have the same 
construction as discussed above in connection with 
FIG. 5, and hence has not been illustrated. Terminal 
element 247 is of U-shaped cross sectional con?gura 
tion, forming an elongated channel having a bottom 
wall 251 and side walls 252 and 253. At the outer end 
of the channel, a ?rt terminal ?ange 254 is struck from 
an extension of side wall 252 and is bent across the 
channel to form a ?rst terminal ?ange 254. A second 
terminal ?ange 255 is struck from the other side wall 
253 and is bent across the channel in spaced relation to 
?ange 254. Flange 254 includes an extension portion 
that is inserted into a retainer slot 264 in side wall 253, 
bracing the free end of ?ange 254 and thus a?'ordin g a 
rigid construction for the ?ange. Similarly, an exten 
sion at the end of ?ange 255 projects into a retaining 
slot 265 cut into channel wall 252, affording a retaining 
structure for the free end of ?ange 255 and thus prov id 
ing a rigid mechanical construction. 
The two ?anges 254 and 255 in terminal element 247 

are similar in configuration to the ?anges 154 and 155 
of terminal element 147 (FIGS. 9—-11 and 13). Thus, as 
shown in FIG. 16, ?ange 254 has a conductor-receiving 
notch 256 with thin, downwardly converging edges 
257A and 2578 forming a cutting section for shearing 
through the insulation on an insulated conductor in 
serted into slot 256. The cutting section of notch 256 
merges with a transitional section 258 having gradually 
thickened edges that serves to spread the insulation 
when a conductor is inserted in notch 256. The lower 
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portion 259 of notch 256 has thick ‘rounded edges, ter 
minating in a rounded lower wall, affording a pressure 
jaw for gripping the conductor and completing an elec 
trical connection therewith when the insulated conduc 
tor is inserted in notch 256. A corresponding construc 
tion is provided for an insulation-piercing electrical 
connection notch formed in terminal ?ange 255. As be 
fore, a retainer tab 266 may be incorporated in termi 
nal element 247. After an electrical conductor has 
been inserted into terminal element 247, tab 266 can 
be bent over to a position in which it extends across the 
open side of the channel and locks the conductor into 
the channel. The notches in terminal ?anges 254 and 
255 may have divergent walls in their transition and 
terminal sections, as in FIG. 11, or may have parallel 
walls in these sections, as in FIG. 12. 
FIGS. 17, 18 and 18 illustrate yet another embodi 

ment of the terminal element of the present invention, 
comprising a terminal element 347 formed integrally 
with and constituting a part of a one-piece sheet- metal 
contact member 343. Terminal element 347 is again of 
U~shaped channel construction, including a bottom 
wall 351 and side walls 352 and 353. A ?rst terminal 
?ange 354 is formed as a part of bottom wall 351 and 
is bent upwardly so that the ?ange extends across the 
outer end of the channel. Similarly, a second terminal 
?ange 355 is struck from the bottom wall 351 of the 
channel and is bent upwardly so that the ?ange extends 
across a medial portion of the channel, spaced from 
?ange 354. The ends of ?ange 354 are formed with in 
dividual projections that engage in two slots 364A and 
364B in the channel walls 352 and 353, respectively. 
Similarly, ?ange 355 has an extension on each end, and 
these extensions are engaged in slots 365A and 365B in 
the side walls 352 and 353, respectively. As will be ap 
parent from FIG. 19, this forms a strong, rigid construc 
tion for the terminal ?anges, preventing excessive dis 
tortion when an electrical conductor is inserted in ter 
minal element 347. 
Terminal ?ange 354 includes a notch 356 affording 

an effective insulation-piercing terminal connection for 
an insulated wire inserted in the notch. The con?gura 
tion for notch 356 is similar to the notch constructions 
described above. Thus, the connection notch 356 in 
?ange 354 opens upwardly of the channel and has thin, 
downwardly converging edges 357A and 357B forming 
a cutting section for piercing and penetrating the insu 
lation of a wire inserted in the notch. The cutting sec 
tion merges with a transition section 358 with gradually 
thickening edges that spread the insulation. The lower 
portion of notch 356 has smooth, thickened walls, 
formed by swedging or coining the bent portions of the 
?ange, that constitute an effective pressure jaw con 
nector 359 that engages the conductor in?rm sliding 
contact to afford a good electrical connection. A simi 
lar construction is used for an insulation-piercing elec 
trical connector notch formed in terminal flange 355. 
Th construction of terminal element 347 (FIGS. 

17-19) may also be modi?ed to utilize retaining 
notches for the terminal ?anges that are formed by 
bending the side walls 352, 353 rather than being cut 
into the side walls. This modi?cation is illustrated in 
FIG. 20, as applied to terminal ?anges 354. In the con— 
struction shown in FIG. 20, the end portion of side wall 
352 is formed to afford a vertically ‘extending slot 
364C. A similar vertical slot 364D is formed by bend~ 
ing an aligned portion of wall 353 in the same manner. 
This affords an alternate means for achieving the requi 
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site mechanical rigidity and strength in the terminal 
?ange construction to prevent excessive distortion 
when an electrical connection is made. In the terminal 
element constructions shown in FIGS. 17-20, a retain 
ing tab 366 may again be provided to lock a conductor 
in place once it is inserted in and electrically connected 
to the terminal ?anges. 

In some instances, it may be desirable to eliminate 
the retainer tab on the contact member (tabs 66, 166, 
266 and 366) or to provide supplemental retainer 
means for the electrical conductors. FIG. 21, consid 
ered in conjunction with FIGS. 2 and 3, illustrates a 
conductor retainer structure that is incorporated in the 
receptacle unit 40 as a part of the dielectric contact 
mount 41 as another feature of the invention. 
As shown in FIGS. 3 and 21, mount 41 includes an 

integral molded barrier 401 extending across the outer 
ends of all of the contact passages 42. Barrier or rear 
extension 401 includes a plurality of retainer grooves 
402, a groove 402 aligned with and communicating 
with the end of each passage 42. Each groove is ar 
ranged for receiving conductor blank 402 includes a 
downwardly converging entrance section 403 leading 
into a short, narrow retainer section 404 that in turn 
leads into a wide retainer section 405 slightly larger 
than the overall diameter of a conductor 61 and its in 
sulator covering 62. Barrier 401 may also have a series 
of slots 406(in the walls therein adjacent retainer 
grooves 402, facilitating ?exing of the retainer groove 
walls. 
When an insulated conductor is connected to one of 

the contact member terminals, using the construction 
shown in FIG. 21, the conductor is forced down 
through entrance ‘section 403 and retainer section 404 
and into receptacle section 405 of retainer groove 402. 
The ?nal alignment of the conductor 61 and insulator 
covering 62 is shown in FIG. 21; conductor 61 is 
gripped in the notch between ?ange elements 54A and 
54B as described above for FIGS. 6-8. In addition, 
after passing through retainer section 404, the insu 
lated conductor is ?rmly held in place 'in receptacle 
405. During insertion, the walls of groove 402 spread, 
particularly in section 404, then snap back into the il 
lustrated retention position holding conductor 61 in 
longitudinal alignment with the notch formed by ?ange 
elements 54A and 54B of terminal element 47. 

In the foregoing description, the terminal elements 
for contact members used in the receptacle unit 40 
have been described in detail. The contact members for 
plug unit 30 can be constructed in the same manner, 
using any of the con?gurations shown in FIGS. 6 
through 20, and the plug unit contact mount 31 can be 
molded to afford the same kind of resilient retention 
means as shown in FIG. 21. In both connector units, the 
terminal elements of the invention provide for rapid 
solderless connection of external conductors, minimiz 
ing or eliminating the scoring of conductors present in 
other insulation-piercingv connections and providing 
sliding friction contact at adequate pressure levels. The 
terminal elements can be used, even in miniaturized 
connectors, at voltages of several hundred volts, and 
can carry several amperes of current. The conductors 
are held ?rmly in the terminal elements, by their re 
tainer tabs, by the retainer grooves in the contact 
mounts, by the terminal ?ange jaws, or by a combina 
tion thereof. The contact members of the invention can 
be used in two-unit connectors, as described in con 
junction with FIGS. 1——5; a single connector unit, incor 
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porating the advantageous features of the invention, 
can also be used with a mating connector unit of differ 
ent construction. Thus, the receptacle unit 40 can be 
employed, with little or no modi?cation, in making cir 
cuit connections to a mating connector comprising a 
part of a printed circuit board. 

I claim: 
1. A unitary contact member formed from a single 

piece of thin, conductive sheet metal, comprising: 
an active contact element; 
and an integral terminal element, comprising side 
and bottom walls forming an elongated channel of 
U-shaped cross-sectional con?guration with inner 
and outer end portions, 

said terminal element including at least one terminal 
?ange, formed by at least one ?ange element 
struck from one of said walls of said channel and 
bent to extend transversely of said channel, said 
?ange extending completely across said channel 
and interlocked with at least one other wall of said 

channel, 
said ?ange having an upwardly open notch for receiv 

ing an insulation-covered electrical conductor, the 
upper portion of said notch converging down 
wardly and having thin edges to afford a cutting 
section for shearing through the insulation on the 
conductor, 

the medial portion of said notch having gradually 
thickened edges constituting a transition section 
for spreading the insulation on the conductor, 

and the lower portion of said notch having smooth, 
curved thickened edges affording a terminal sec 
tion with a resilient pressure jaw engaging the elec 
trical conductor in wiping contact. 

2. A unitary contact member, according to claim 1, 
in which said terminal element includes two of said ter 
minal ?anges and inner and outer end portions, one ter 
minal ?ange being located adjacent the outer end por 
tion of said terminal element and the other terminal 
?ange being located adjacent the inner end portion of 
said terminal element, each terminal ?ange having a 
conductor-receiving notch affording said cutting, tran 
sition, and terminal sections. 

3. A unitary contact member, according to claim 1 in 
which said terminal ?ange is struck from one of said 
side walls of said channel, extends completely across 
said channel, and projects into a retaining slot in the 
other side wall of said channel. 

4. A unitary contact member, according to claim 1, 
in which said terminal ?ange is struck from the bottom 
wall of said channel and projects into retaining slots in 
both side walls of said channel. 

5. A unitary contact member, formed from a single 
piece of thin, conductive sheet metal, comprising: 
an active contact element; 
and an integral terminal element, comprising side 
and bottom walls forming an elongated channel of 
U-shaped crosssectional con?guration with inner 
andouter end portions, 

said terminal element including at least one terminal 
' ?ange, formed by at least one ?ange element 
struck from one of said walls of said channel and 
bent to extend transversely of said channel, 

said ?ange having an upwardly open notch for receiv 
ingan insulation-covered electrical conductor, the 
upper portion of said notch converging down 
wardly and having thin edges to afford a cutting 
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section for shearing through the insulation on the 
conductor, 

the medial portion of said notch having gradually 
thickened edges constituting a transition section 
for spreading the insulation on the conductor, 

and the lower portion of said notch having smooth, 
curved thickened edges affording a terminal sec 
tion with a resilient pressure jaw engaging the elec 
trical conductor in wiping contact, said transition 
and terminal sections of each terminal ?ange notch 
being formed by ?aps folded away from the center 
of the notch and coined or swedged into the recited 
shape at said transition section. 

6. A unitary contact member, according to claim 5, 
in which the terminal section of said terminal ?ange 
notch has downwardly diverging walls which are spread 
during insertion of an electrical conductor and which 
apply a retaining force to hold the conductor in said 
notch. ‘ 

7. A unitary contact member according to claim 5, in 
which the side walls of the terminal section of said ter 
minal ?ange notch terminate in a smooth, arcuate bot 
tom wall. 

8. A unitary contact member, formed from a single 
piece of thin, conductive sheet metal, for an electrical 
connector of the kind comprising a ?rst dielectric 
contact mount and a second dielectric contact mount 
having. a plurality of contact mounting passages, the 
two contact mounts ?tting together to align the inner 
ends of the contact passages in the ?rst mount one-for 
one with the inner ends of the contact passages in the 
second mount, said contact member comprising: 
an active contact element for positioning in the inner 
end of a given passage in one mount and for engag 
ing a mating active contact element positioned in 
the inner end of the aligned passage in the other 
mount; and an integral terminal element, compris 
ing an elongated channel of U-shaped cross-sec 
tional con?guration for positioning in the outer end 
of said given passage, 

said terminal element including at least one integral 
terminal ?ange struck from one wall of said chan 
nel, said ?ange extending completely across said 
channel, and being interlocked with at least one 
other wall of said channel, 

said ?ange having an upwardly opening notch for re-. 
ceiving an insulation-covered electrical conductor, 
said notch having a upper portion converging 
downwardly and having thin edges to afford a cut 
ting section for shearing through the insulation on 
the conductor, ' 

a medial portion of said notch having gradually thick 
ened edges constituting a transition section for 
spreading the insulation on the conductor, 

and a lower portion of said notch having smooth, 
thickened edges affording a terminal section with a 
resilient pressure jaw engaging an electrical con 
ductor in wiping contact. 

9. A contact member for interconnection to an insu 
lation-covered electrical conductor, comprising 
a longitudinally extending terminal element formed 
of thin, conductive sheet metal with at least one 
pair of opposed, transverse ?ange elements form 
ing an upwardly open notch for receiving said con 
ductor, said notch including an upper portion hav 
ing thin ?at edges converging downwardly to afford 
an insulation cutting section with said thin ?at, 
edges extending across at least a major portion of a 
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thickness of said sheet metal, a lower portion hav 
ing smooth, curved, thickened edges to afford a 
conductor engaging terminal section, and an insu 
lation-spreading medial portion between said 
upper and lower portions with edges having a 
thickness greater than the thickness of said thin 
edges, said ?ange element including portions of 
multiple thicknesses of said sheet metal, said thin 
sheet metal being bent to form said thickened 
edges, and said thickened edges being resiliently 
spread during insertion of the electrical conductor 
and bearing against the conductor in pressure en 
gagement. 

10. A contact member according to claim 9 including 
an active element for connection to a circuit element 
and in which said terminal element includes a pair of 
said notches with said notches being longitudinally dis 
placed and having upper ends forming an entrance to 
said lower portion, and an insulationspreading medial 
portion between said upper and lower portions with 
edges having a thickness greater than the thickness of 
said thin edges and extending to said upper ends of said 
lower portions, 

11. A contact member according to claim 9 in which 
said terminal element includes walls forming a channel 
open to receive said conductor, with at least one of said 
walls integrally supporting said ?ange elements. 

12. A contact member for interconnection to an insu 
lation-covered metallic conductor, comprising, 
a longitudinally extending terminal element formed 
of thin, conductive sheet metal with at least one 
pair of opposed, transverse ?ange elements form 
ing an upwardly open notch for receiving said con 
ductor, said notch including an upper portion hav 
ing thin edges converging downwardly to afford an 
insulation cutting section and a lower portion hav 
ing smooth, curved, thickened edges to afford a 
conductor engaging terminal section, said ?ange 
elements including portions of multiple thicknesses 
of such sheet metal forming thickened edges, said 
thickened edges being downwardly diverging and 
being spread during insertion of said conductor to 
apply a retaining force to hold the conductor in 
said notch. 

13. An electrical connector unit comprising: insulat 
ing means including a plurality of parallel longitudi 
nally extending passages with inner and outer end por 
tions each outer end portion having an upper longitudi 
nal side open for receiving an insulation-covered elec 
trical conductor, and 

a plurality of contact members mounted in said pas 
sages, including terminal elements disposed in said 
outer end portions, each of said terminal elements 
including at least one pair of opposed, transverse 
?ange elements forming an upwardly opening 
notch for receiving said conductor, said notch in 
cluding an upper portion having thin edges con 
verging downwardly to afford an insulation cutting 
section and a lower portion having smooth, curved 
thickened edges to afford a conductor engaging 
terminal section, said ?ange elements being formed 
of thin, conductive sheet metal and including por 
tions of multiple thicknesses of said sheet metal 
forming said thickened edges. 
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14. An electrical connector unit, according to claim 
13, in which said insulating means includes: 
conductor retention means including a dielectric ex 

tension disposed across the outer end portions of 
said contact passages, said extension including a 
plurality of longitudinally elongated conductor 
support surfaces individually aligned with individ 
ual outer end portions and means for releasably re 
taining the individual conductors extending longi 
tudinally away from the passages from upward 
movement in a direction out of the lower terminal 
sections of the notches. 

15. An electrical connector unit, according to claim 
14, in which said end extension includes a plurality of 
elongated retainer grooves, one for each contact pas 
sage, each retainer groove including a wide entrance 
section leading to a narrow retainer section which in 
turn leads to a substantially wider receptacle section 
large enough to accommodate an insulation-covered 
conductor. 

16. An electrical connector unit, according to claim 
14, wherein said outer end portion of each of said pas 
sages is of elongated U-shaped con?guration with side 
walls and said terminal element includes an elongated 
channel with said ?ange elements and side and bottom 
walls, the side walls of the terminal element affording a 
close fit with the side walls of the outer end of the 
contact passage in which the contact member is 
mounted, so that the insulating means prevents exces 
sive distortion of each terminal element when a con 
ductor is inserted in the terminal ?ange notch thereof. 

17. An electrical connector unit, according to claim 
14, in which each terminal ?ange is struck from one 
wall of said terminal element channel and bent in 
wardly across said channel into interlocking relation 
with at least one additional wall thereof. 

18. An electrical connector unit according to claim 
13 in which said contact members include active ele 
ments for connection to circuit elements and said notch 
includes an insulation-spreading medial portion be 
tween said upper and lower portions. 

19. An electrical connector unit according to claim 
13 in which said terminal elements include channel 
forming walls of said sheet metal with at least one of 
said walls being integral with at least one of said ?ange 
elements, and in close fit with said insulating means to 
prevent excessive distortion of said terminal ?ange ele 
ments when said conductor is inserted in the notch 
thereof. 

20. An electrical connector unit according to claim 
19 in which said insulation of said conductor is substan 
tially disposed within said channel. 

21. An electrical connector unit according to claim 
19 in which said contact members include active ele 
ments disposed in said inner end portions, said terminal 
elements each include a pair of said notches, even in 
cluding an insulation-spreading medial portion be 
tween said upper and lower portions. 

22. An electrical connector unit according to claim 
13 in which said terminal element includes channel 
forming side walls with said pair of ?ange elements 
being disposed between said walls and integral there 
with. 

* * * * * 


